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Policy & Planning
Promoting public interest in public-private partnerships for state highway development
Many states are exploring public-private partnerships (PPPs) for state highway development. PPPs allow public agencies to access private
financing and specialized expertise, often resulting in public investment savings, expedited project completion, and improved service quality and
diversity. However, the confusion and controversy surrounding recent cases in the United States has led to widespread public concern and
legislative caution on the question of whether a PPP project is advancing the public interest.

At a February 22 CTS research seminar, Zhirong (Jerry) Zhao, assistant professor in the Humphrey School of Public Affairs, presented a
Minnesota Department of Transportation-funded study of public interest associated with PPPs in terms of both outcome and procedure. The
seminar was held in conjunction with a joint meeting of the CTS Transportation Planning and the Environment Research Council and the CTS
Transportation and the Economy Research Council.

“Our hope for this project is to take a closer look
at how public interest can be protected in PPPs,”
Zhao said. “The concept of PPPs itself is really
confusing, and sometimes there may be
misconceptions, misunderstandings, or
unrealistic expectations. We hope that in this
project—after clarifying the concept and
navigating the territory—to see what kind of
experience we can assemble together to help
everyone involved make better decisions about
PPPs.”

To help address the complicated issue of defining
a PPP, Zhao presented a graphic separating PPP
options by facility development stages
(design/construction, operating/maintenance,
and expansion/rehabilitation) charted along a
spectrum of PPP project delivery, from traditional
to full privatization.

For each option, the study analyzed public benefits, associated risks, and possible approaches to mitigate these risks. Zhao also examined



related public concerns and potential strategies to address these concerns at different stages of PPP decisions.

Citing past examples, Zhao presented PPPs in historical context, bringing to light the trends that drive interest in them—such as a diminished
highway trust fund, a decline in state and local debt capacity, and an increase in private sector interest in infrastructure investments.

Zhao’s analysis compared the general advantages of PPPs with their fiscal, legal, and political constraints. Advantages include increases in
innovation, competition, value, range of expertise, investment security, and project development. However, moving forward with a PPP project
is often constrained by a lack of federal policies that encourage them, state-specific legislation allowing them, environmental reviews, limited
tolling, and/or local veto power.

The public’s concerns over PPPs, Zhao said, could be summarized as a concern over eroding democratic values—fear of losing local control, risk
of increased public cost, and lack of transparency.

Zhao presented a number of solutions to address these concerns, such as more public engagement and education, increased legislative support
(such as the regulatory centers for PPP projects used in Europe), and the strengthening of contract design and project management.

“In PPPs, the public’s goal is to get things done,” Zhao said. “The private sector’s goal is to make a profit. Although they have different goals,
they can be connected by the careful design of a contractual relationship. That is the key of PPPs. Through those formal contracts, the tradeoffs
(or allocation of responsibilities and costs) can be explicitly specified, and so if we manage them well, we can achieve great results,” he said.

“Public-private partnerships are worth additional consideration,” Zhao concluded.

Ken Buckeye, planning director at the Minnesota Department of Transportation and chair of the CTS Transportation and the Economy Research
Council, confirmed that a state PPP task force intends to use Zhao’s report as a framework for future discussions.

A webcast recording of the seminar is available on the CTS website.

PPPs will also be the topic of the opening plenary session at the 22nd Annual CTS Transportation Research Conference, which will be held May
24 and 25 in St. Paul.

Intelligent Transportation Systems
Technology lets buses bypass congestion

A driver-assist system (DAS) developed at the ITS Institute is helping local bus drivers safely
navigate bus-only shoulder lanes, even in heavy traffic and poor weather conditions. The
system uses a combination of highly accurate differential GPS and vehicle-mounted laser
sensors to monitor a bus’s position on the roadway and provides visual and tactile alerts to
quickly deliver critical information to the driver.

With funding through the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Urban Partnership Agreement
and match from the Twin Cities Metropolitan Council, the ITS Institute’s Intelligent Vehicles
Laboratory (IV Lab) and HumanFIRST Program have collaborated with the Minnesota Valley
Transit Authority (MVTA) and Schmitty and Sons Transportation to equip 10 MVTA buses with
the system. IV Lab and HumanFIRST staff, along with MVTA transit planning manager Mike
Abegg, are leading the project.

Installation of DAS technology in the MVTA buses was completed in March 2010. Use of the
buses was progressively increased through January 2011 as drivers were assigned and trained, Abegg says. The buses provide service on part
of the Cedar Avenue bus rapid transit (BRT) corridor, which offers express commuter service on bus-only shoulders between downtown
Minneapolis and Apple Valley. The 22-mile BRT corridor, scheduled to begin full operation in 2012, is part of an effort to improve traffic flow on
I-35W.

Based on technology under development at the IV Lab since 1999, the DAS uses GPS satellite positioning technology and an on-board map
database of the bus route to continuously position the bus with respect to the lane with centimeter-level accuracy. A head-up display (HUD)
mounted between the driver’s face and the windshield shows the location of lane boundaries, helping drivers remain safely on the shoulder even
when roads are snow-covered or atmospheric visibility is low. Information about other vehicles or objects on the roadway, detected by laser
sensors mounted on the front and sides of the bus, is also displayed on the HUD to help drivers avoid potential collisions.

If the DAS detects the bus beginning to drift from its lane, the white or yellow lane boundary on the HUD will turn red. If the bus touches the
lane boundary, the driver’s seat vibrates on the corresponding side of the vehicle. If both warnings are ignored, the driver feels a “suggestive
torque” on the steering wheel, which indicates to the driver the direction the bus needs to go to remain safely on the shoulder.

To familiarize drivers with the new technology, the MVTA built a driving simulator that replicates a DAS-equipped bus cab. After experiencing
the system in the simulator, drivers complete on-the-road training. IV Lab director Craig Shankwitz says the team incorporated feedback from
drivers throughout the development process and also made some changes after drivers had used the system for a few months. Feedback from
those drivers has been mostly positive so far.

“When the weather is bad, without assistance, a driver is hesitant to use the shoulder. He knows that if he gets stuck, 45 people won’t make it
to their destination on time,” Shankwitz adds. He predicts that when people see that the bus can adhere to its schedule in those conditions,
they’ll be more willing to ride.

Currently, the DAS-equipped MVTA buses operate both on and off of the mapped Cedar Avenue BRT corridor—areas where the route has been
mapped for the on-board bus database. The buses will remain in service for at least six to nine years, Abegg estimates.

The MVTA hopes to expand mapped areas to other shoulders and equip more buses with the DAS technology in the future, Abegg says, but the
current installation will be evaluated before significant additional investments are made. Because the cost of adding mapped lane miles to the
existing database is relatively low, however, Abegg anticipates the addition of more Cedar Avenue and I-35W shoulders to the system in 2011.

The IV Lab would like to interest other agencies in the system. “We can’t build the roads any wider, but we do have the shoulder,” Shankwitz



says. “If we can get DOTs and other transit agencies to look at the shoulder not as just a breakdown lane but as a transit lane, we have an
opportunity to deploy more technology in different transit applications.”

Potentially, this same technology could be adapted for passenger cars to help prevent single-vehicle lane-departure crashes, which account for
nearly 60 percent of traffic fatalities in the United States, Shankwitz adds.

For more information on DAS technology and its BRT applications, visit the ITS Institute’s BRT research page.

Adapted from the Spring 2011 issue of the ITS Institute Sensor newsletter.

Researchers featured at ITS Minnesota annual meeting
Three University of Minnesota researchers presented their work with intelligent transportation systems (ITS) technology at the ITS Minnesota
17th Annual Meeting and Information Exchange on March 8.

Associate Professor Xun Yu (electrical and computer engineering, Duluth) discussed his work with intelligent pavement, which eliminates the
need for external sensors by enabling the pavement itself to detect vehicles. Yu creates the pavement by incorporating carbon nanotubes—
cylindrical molecules that exhibit changes in electrical resistance in response to mechanical stress—in cement. The resulting pavement has a
longer service life and lower maintenance costs than those of traditional vehicle sensors. Yu said the pavement has performed well in
preliminary studies.

Professor Cathy French (civil engineering) described her work monitoring the data collected from the new St. Anthony Falls I-35W bridge. The
bridge is equipped with a network of more than 500 sensors monitoring strain, load distribution, torsion, changes in temperature, corrosion, and
the overall movement of the bridge. The University of Minnesota is collecting and interpreting the data for the first three years to investigate
changes in the bridge, evaluate design assumptions, and determine the effectiveness of the sensors for long-term monitoring.

Center for Excellence in Rural Safety researcher Benjamin Schooley outlined the CrashHelp system, which allows emergency responders to
collect information about crash victims on-scene and send it directly to hospital emergency rooms. The system enables emergency medical
services personnel to capture pictures, audio recordings, video, and basic patient data and incident information in the field using a mobile
smartphone. The information is then transmitted to the destination hospital, providing doctors and nurses with advanced notification that can be
used to prepare for the patient’s arrival.

Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT) commissioner Tom Sorel gave the keynote presentation, which highlighted how ITS
technology can improve Minnesota’s transportation system. In-vehicle signing, integrated corridor management, intelligent work zones, and
intersection warning systems all have great potential for increasing safety and mobility, Sorel said. In particular, Sorel cited the Cooperative
Intersection Collision Avoidance Systems—Stop Sign Assist (CICAS-SSA) project currently being conducted by ITS Institute researchers as an
example of ITS technology’s potential for improving safety. The CICAS-SSA intersection warning system alerts drivers of oncoming traffic at
rural unsignalized through-stop intersections.

ITS technology could also help close funding gaps and create new jobs, according to Sorel. “Now is the time to consider ITS technology as a
mainstream solution. It will play a key role in what our future looks like,” he said.

Linda Preisen, ITS Minnesota chapter president and CTS director of research administration, gave opening remarks and moderated the
keynote presentation.

The event was sponsored by ITS Minnesota in cooperation with CTS and was facilitated by the College of Continuing Education at the University
of Minnesota.

CTS is a founding member of ITS Minnesota, the state chapter of the Intelligent Transportation Society of America—a national organization that
coordinates the development and deployment of ITS in the United States.

Reprinted from the April 2011 issue of the CTS Report.

Can fuel economy displays promote safe and fuel-efficient driving?
The power to increase fuel efficiency isn’t up to auto manufacturers alone. Efficient driver
behavior can also help achieve large reductions in fuel consumption. In a recent study funded
by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, ITS Institute researchers investigated
fuel-economy display (FED) devices that provide feedback on driver behavior to determine
their contribution to fuel savings.

At a February 23 CTS research seminar, Justin Graving, a research fellow at the ITS
Institute’s HumanFIRST program, presented his work evaluating how features of FEDs affected
fuel consumption during simulated driving. Study results indicated that the presence of a FED
promoted fuel-efficient driving, but also showed that when instructed, drivers were able to
reduce their fuel consumption without the aid of a display. The seminar was held in
conjunction with a meeting of the CTS Transportation Safety and Traffic Flow Research
Council.

Motivated by the gasoline crisis of the 1970s, the federal government first established a
corporate average fuel economy goal of 27.5 miles per gallon by 1985. In an effort to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, the mandate was increased in 2010 to an average fuel economy of

35.5 mpg by 2016.

The U.S. Department of Energy suggests that driving sensibly (no hard breaking, reducing aggressive driving, and reducing rapid acceleration)
can improve a car’s fuel efficiency by 33 percent, and observing the speed limit can improve it by 23 percent. Other behaviors that can help
improve fuel efficiency include not idling for longer than 20 seconds at a time, using cruise control and overdrive gears, avoiding changes in
momentum, and keeping the windows up at 40 mph or more (to reduce aerodynamic drag).

If such drastic results can be achieved through driver behavior alone, the obvious question is: How do we get people to drive more efficiently?
The answer, Graving stated, is either through training (such as EcoDriving courses like Ford’s “Driving Skills for Life”) or by providing feedback



A wetland with an adequate buffer area
in Roseville, Minnesota

to drivers through FEDs.

Graving’s project set out to accomplish two primary goals. The first, to document the design range of FEDs, aimed to determine the similarities
and differences across the many different devices in a market with no existing guidelines for design. Building on this work, the second goal was
to identify common display components that helped drivers improve their efficiency and present recommendations to auto manufacturers for
inclusion within larger stylistic changes.

“There’s a wide range of potential designs out there and a lot of times the manufacturers just follow what they think the consumers want. And
they build that display and make it look fancy, but there’s no clean, clear evidence that those displays actually help,” said Michael Manser,
director of the HumanFIRST program and member of the project team.

The project team selected three key components to include in the test FEDs: combined short-term (e.g., mpg) and long-term (e.g., trip
average) measures, one or more unique measures, and an indicator of driving impacts on fuel consumption. Incorporating these components
into six unique displays, the researchers presented images of them to 13 human subjects and asked them to rank how easy it was to
comprehend the information in each of the displays.

Based on their feedback, the researchers created two FEDs—one showing how acceleration affected fuel efficiency (too low or too high) and one
showing instant fuel economy. Both displays also included a trip average indicator. Graving and his team then evaluated the impact these
displays had on fuel economy within the context of simulated driving. Thirty human test subjects were asked to drive fuel-efficiently in the
HumanFIRST driving simulator and were assigned the acceleration display, the instant fuel economy display, or no display at all. None of the
subjects were given instructions on how to drive fuel-efficiently.

To obtain insight on how the displays affected safety, the researchers also tracked how many times the subjects glanced toward the dashboard
and how close they got to the traffic ahead of them. The study results showed that both the FED group and the control group members (who
were only asked to drive more efficiently) were able to increase their miles per gallon significantly (11 percent and 4 percent, respectively). The
FED group and the acceleration display group both exhibited more glances at the dashboard and tended to drive closer to the traffic in front of
them.

Graving concluded that in an environment with little or no traffic, a fuel-economy display could be an effective tool for increasing miles per
gallon. “Within an urban environment when traffic is present you may have a benefit in MPG with a fuel-economy meter, but the features of the
display could prove distracting, depending on the design,” Graving said.

A webcast recording of this seminar is available on the CTS website.

Transportation & the Environment
Protecting ecosystems with wetland buffers

As nature’s sponges, wetlands absorb surface runoff water, filtering it for the surrounding environment.
Under natural conditions, wetlands develop buffer areas that enhance the filtering process and offer
protection from the adjacent landscape. In areas disturbed by human activities, it’s important that
buffers are sufficient to protect the water quality and wildlife of nearby wetlands and downstream
waters.

The Minnesota Department of Transportation recently funded a University research team to investigate
the extent buffers protect wetland water quality and wildlife habitat. The group, led by John Nieber,
professor in the Department of Bioproducts and Biosystems Engineering, sought to assess the effect of
buffer size on wetland quality in the Twin Cities metro area.

A wetland buffer that is too narrow allows surface runoff to enter the wetland without adequate
filtration or regulation of water levels. Under these conditions, the normal nutrient cycle becomes
unbalanced and the ecosystem does not function adequately. Results of this degradation can be seen in
environments that have become dominated by monocultures of more tolerant plants and animals.
Guidelines established by the current Wetlands Conservation Act state that a 50-foot buffer should be
used as a minimum width to protect the wetland, yet developers contend that more of this land could
be used without adversely affecting the hydrologic, water quality, and ecological health of the system.

Nieber and his team used archived data on the ecological health and water quality for 64 depressional wetlands located in the Twin Cities metro
area. They developed the dataset into a matrix using GIS and aerial photographic data, augmenting it with additional data on hydrologic soil
group, land slope, buffer width, runoff flow paths (when available), and wildlife needs, accounting for the connectivity of the buffer to important
migratory destinations and for human disturbance.

In addition to data analysis, the researchers developed a practical “buffer effectiveness score” assessment tool to evaluate the adequacy of the
buffer area surrounding a wetland in providing water quality protection and wildlife habitat and applied it to selected wetlands included among
the original database.

Although the dataset wasn’t large enough to generate buffer width recommendations due to the large number of uncontrolled variables that
affect buffer performance, an assessment of the water quality and wildlife habitat scores was clear. The buffer effectiveness scores for wildlife
benefit were consistently low due to the human disturbance levels in the metro area. The scores for water quality were higher, but the
researchers found that many of the wetland buffers were in heavy loamy soils with low infiltration rates, which reduced their water quality
benefits.

In combination with the reduced effectiveness from channelized flow, this assessment suggests that water quality benefits from buffers are
much less than that predicted from buffer width alone. The low wildlife scores suggest that policies focused on landscape connectivity and total
buffer area would be more effective than width-based policies.

“Detailed data is needed to conduct a more complete analysis for identifying the processes and factors controlling the benefits of wetlands,” said
Nieber, who recommends that state agencies establish a cooperative monitoring program for wetland hydrology and wetland biological function.

A final report on the project, Wetlands: Role of Buffers in Upland Infiltration, Nutrient Absorption and Wildlife Habitat (Mn/DOT 2011-06), is
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available on the CTS website.

Safety and Security
Snow simulation provides framework for evaluation of snowplow design
When snowplows are operating in blowing snow conditions, their orange color can actually make it harder for other drivers to judge their
movement, according to Peter Willemsen, assistant professor of computer science at the University of Minnesota Duluth. Although white snow
is different in hue from the orange paint of the plows, the white and orange are similar in luminance, or brightness. This “low-luminance
contrast” makes it difficult for the brain to perceive distance, detect motion, and locate objects in space, Willemsen said. The flashing lights
sometimes mounted on the rear of snowplows to improve their visibility can also interfere with drivers’ perception.

In a recently completed project, Willemsen led the development of a snow simulation system that will help researchers investigate how blowing
snow conditions affect drivers’ perception of vehicle speed and motion. Albert Yonas, professor of child development, and Lee Zimmerman,
adjunct assistant professor of electrical and computer engineering, were co-investigators on the project. Funding was provided by the ITS
Institute through the Northland Advanced Transportation Systems Research Laboratory.

The new system will support the realistic rendering of falling and blowing snow in an upcoming
virtual driving simulation environment that researchers will use to test alternative snowplow
paint color and lighting options. The goal is to reduce rear-end crashes by increasing drivers’
ability to detect and safely follow snowplows, Willemsen said in a final report on the project.

The snow simulation uses a dynamic particle system to display up to three million snow particles
in a virtual environment. Each particle is computed individually, allowing every simulated
snowflake to respond in real-time to changing conditions such as wind and the presence of
buildings and vehicles. The individualized computation also allows the system to blur elements in
the background and reduce the contrast between the foreground and background. Both factors
are especially important for creating the low-luminance contrast conditions that cause perception
problems for drivers in real-world snowy conditions, Willemsen said.

The simulation also computes the interaction of light with each snow particle, increasing the
system’s ability to produce a realistic road-based environment. By representing each particle’s

absorption, emission, and scattering of light, the simulation allows light from vehicle headlights, the snowplow’s taillights, and the flashing lights
mounted on the rear of the snowplow to be reflected in the blowing snow particles.

A three-dimensional model of a snowplow was also created for use with the system, although it has not yet been integrated. In the future,
researchers will be able to easily interchange the rear of the plow with different paint and lighting options.

The next step is to build a virtual driving simulation environment in which blowing snow is rendered and animated, Willemsen said. Researchers
will then be able to experiment with different lighting configurations and snowplow paint colors to determine viable alternatives to the current
standard. According to Willemsen, the ultimate goal is to measure drivers’ reaction times for detecting the motion of the snowplow under
varying conditions and configurations. Researchers will then be able to determine optimal alternative configurations and provide accurate input
for real-world tests.

Snow Rendering for Interactive Snowplow Simulation—Supporting Safety in Snowplow Design (CTS 11-04) is available on the ITS Institute
website.

Transit,  Bicycling, and Walking
TCRP research publications available online
The federal Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP), administered by the Transportation Research Board, provides practical transit
research to address technical and operational issues. TCRP emphasizes putting research results into the hands of organizations and individuals
that can use them to solve problems.

Recent TCRP publications include:

Reductions in Transit Service or Increases in Fares: Civil Rights, ADA, Regulatory, and Environmental Justice Implications (TCRP Legal
Research Digest 35)

Upcoming Events
May 24-25
22nd Annual CTS Transportation Research Conference, Crowne Plaza, St. Paul, MN

June 13-14
Symposium on Mileage-Based User Fees, Breckenridge, CO

July 28-30
World Symposium on Transport and Land Use Research (WSTLUR), Whistler, British Columbia, Canada


